Electron microscopic identification of supercoiled regions in complex DNA structures.
When intracellular lambda replicative intermediates (theta structures) are intercalated with psoralen and then irradiated with long wavelength ultraviolet light (u.v.), interstrand crosslinks are produced. After purification and denaturation of these theta structures, a global difference in denaturation can be observed by electron microscopy; parental sections are essentially native whereas daughter segments are highly denatured. This difference can be explained if parental sections are covalently continuous (and therefore able to supercoil) and daughter segments are not. Due to the higher thermal stability of supercoiled DNA, parental DNA will remain native while daughter sections will denature. Because these structures are crosslinked, the thermal treatment does not lead to dissociation of the highly denatured daughter strands. Experiments with simple negatively supercoiled plasmid circles support the above conclusions. When circles are crosslinked with psoralen-u.v. and then denatured, they remain native because of the higher thermal stability of covalently closed structures. If the circles are linearized before heating but after the psoralen-u.v. treatment, the thermal stability effect is eliminated and the molecules become highly denatured. In this case, however, the crosslinking density is found to be higher than in samples linearized before psoralen-u.v. treatment. This, therefore, shows that crosslinking density also reflects the superhelical state of the molecule at the time of psoralen-u.v. treatment. Two different properties can be used to discriminate between supercoiled and covalently discontinuous domains in complex DNA structures. First, supercoiled regions remain native while covalently discontinuous segments denature following a thermal treatment. This effect requires that covalent continuity exists up to and during the heating treatment. Second, because negative superhelicity enhances psoralen intercalation, crosslinking density is higher in these regions. Even if supercoiled domains are destroyed after the psoralen-u.v. treatment, the imprint of superhelicity is retained and can be recognized as a higher than normal crosslinking density.